
    In search of gradually retiring the older model of the

35-ton Patrol Boat allocated by the Navy to instill a far-

flung deployment of a wider coverage, close-knit

network for quick response that would poise to en-

hance the Coast Guard Administration’s coastal patrol

capabilities and to protect Taiwan’s territorial water and

coastal order, the administration’s head coast guard

Bureau has since 2000 completed the development of

the first batch of the new model 35-ton Patrol Boat and

gone into mass production for ten cruisers that were

ready to join the rank of frontline law enforcement.

Noted for its shallow water draft, high speed, excellent

sea keeping characteristics and accommodation design,

And the Bureau has built the other four, three and

thirteen Patrol Boats in 2001, 2002 and 2003 espectively.

A dynamic snapshot of the 35-ton Patrol

Boat on maritime patrol

The 35-ton Patrol Boat



    In the past, flotilla that posted at smaller fishing ports

had relied on the navy’s older 35-ton Patrol Boat for de-

fense but as a result the General Maritime Patrol Agency’s

long-term planning and the careful consideration of ad-

ministration personnel over the years to ameliorate insuf-

ficiencies in facing the smugglers who have high perfor-

mance marinetime vessels——(— 40 to 50 knotes),

purchasing, research and development have been com-

pleted for this new line of 35-ton Patrol Boat in a three-

phase building process of every-increasing improvement,

comprising the administration’s greatest arsenal of

firepower. The series of vessels has received certifica-

tion from the China Corporation Register of Shipping (CR)

and Det Norske Veritas,NV. The vessels are equipped

with fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) and its three-layer

sandwich hull is made with vacuum resin VARI construc-

tion process to prevent the introduction of bubbles in

bonding, leakages and other damage. These high-speed

vessels have a deep V-shape, two diesel engines with

double propellers and two rudders, length over all,LOA

21 meters in length and breath 5 meters, with molded depth

2.525 meters. The Patrol Boat’s max draft is 1.5 meters and

has high top speeds of 30 knots, The portal boat has

speeds of 25 knots with range of 400 nautical miles and

has 8 complements. It is equipped with GPS and auto-

matic radar, simultaneously tracking up to 8 satellites,

picking up the output position of other vessels, their in-

dividualized frequencies to meet the needs of the

administration’s satellite-control system for deployment

and meeting the goals to increase costal patrol efficiency

and increase territorial control thus improving the

administration’s ability to investigate illegalities such as

smuggling of goods and people.



    In response to the manpower downsizing policy, the

security camera system of the Patrol Boat engine room,

steering engine room and rear deck gives crewmembers

on the bridge complete awareness thus increasing

security. Though this type of boats counter noise levels

are up to standard, for a better working environment, have

set up four-blade New Section propeller to decrease half

cavitation generated by high-speed rotation of the pro-

peller and tilted shaft. This increased level of comfort

improves working efficiency of patrol boat’s crew.

(The author is of a assist specialist with the General Mari-

time Patrol’s 8th Penghu Maritime Patrol Flotilla)
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